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Abstract: Phosphorus (P) is a limited resource and can promote eutrophication of water streams and
acidification of oceans when discharged. Crushed autoclaved aerated concrete (CAAC), a by-product
from demolition, has shown great potential for recovering P. The potential of CAAC to be used in
nature-based solutions as a P-reactive filter medium was evaluated by performing preliminary batch
essays. Here, we evaluated the interactions and main effects of the initial concentration of P (Pi; 5,
10 or 20 mg L−1), particle size (PS; 4 or 5 mm) and contact time (CT; 60, 180, 360, 720 and 1440 min)
upon the removal. We performed physical and chemical characterization to understand the removal
processes. Data collected were fitted in adsorption kinetic models. The statistical analysis showed
a significant interaction between CT and Pi, with the combination of its main effects stronger on P
removal than each one separately. Intriguingly, we noticed that the higher the concentration of Pi,
the faster and higher the removal of P. Contrary to expectations, PS 5 mm showed higher removal rates
than PS 4 mm, indicating that besides adsorption, other unidentified chemical processes are in place.
Further studies using columns/pilots with real wastewater are recommended for a future follow-up.
Keywords: phosphorus; recycled concrete; tobermorite; kinetics; wastewater; reuse; calcium
silicate hydrates
1. Introduction
Phosphorus (P) is a limited resource and an essential nutrient for the growth of plants, and it is
found on Earth, mainly by geological natural weathering processes [1,2]. P from nature sources has
been widely exploited for its use in agriculture (fertilizer) and industry. Moreover, the discharge of
wastewaters with high concentrations of P and the intense use of P compounds in agriculture (chemical
fertilizers) has led to an increase of P loading within ecosystems [3].
The accumulation of P leads to changes in terrestrial, aquatic and marine ecosystems,
by eutrophication and ocean anoxic events; both processes are associated with loss of biodiversity and
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thus a reduction of natural resilience [1,4–6]. According to Karczmarczyk et al. [6], 1 g of P released
into water bodies promotes the growth of up to 100 g of algae, enhancing eutrophication of surface
water. Modelling analysis performed by Rockström et al. [1] has shown that P inflow into oceans will
increase 10 times in the next 1000 years, leading to extreme anoxic conditions. Moreover, the author
suggests that such an input of P is not feasible for more than 1000 years, considering the estimated
amount of phosphate natural reserves.
In this regard, nature-based solutions (NBS) have been rising as a sustainable way to both remove
and recovery P from wastewaters. NBS promote an efficient use of natural resources, human well-being
and a socially inclusive green growth by replicating natural process and integrating ecosystem services
into the human environment [7–9]. Several authors have demonstrated that NBS, such as constructed
wetlands (CWs) and biological filter beds are environmentally friendly and efficient at removing P from
water [5,6,10–12]. In such systems, the filter medium plays an important role at recovering P, mainly
by promoting absorption and precipitation processes [5,13,14]. Therefore, studies on the efficiency of
reactive filter mediums for recovering P are important for enhancing the ability of NBS at removing P
from wastewaters.
The reuse of byproducts as reactive filter mediums is an important strategy regarding the
connection of production chains and technological development in the scope of wastewater treatment.
Such approaches promote a circular economy, an efficient use of resources and preservation of natural
capital, mainly by reducing withdrawal of raw materials and water. Therefore, reusing tobermorite-rich
waste, such as the scrap granulate generated from the production of crushed autoclaved aerated
concrete (CAAC) or from the demolition of facilities built with this material, can be an interesting
approach regarding recovery of P from wastewaters [4,5]. In addition, reusing this material also helps
to promote the reuse of energy and to preserve natural capital, as concrete is embedded with high
energy and raw material [15].
CAAC is a highly available building material used worldwide, mainly for masonry, insulation or
structure reinforcement (lintels and roof/floor and wall panels) [5,6]. Several authors have demonstrated
the potential of reusing CAAC for P removal [5,6,10,14–16]. For instance, estimations have shown that
approximately 590 kg or 1.2 m3 of CAAC would be required to treat wastewater for one year from a
household of five persons [5]. This is an impressive result considering that a CW requires a minimum
of 2 m2/person [17].
For P removal, the potential processes promoted by CAAC are adsorption of P, chemical
precipitation of P with calcium cations (Ca2+) and the formation of Ca-P–silicates aggregates, as the
major compound of tobermorite is (Ca5Si6O16(OH)2·H2O), a calcium silicate hydrate (CSH) known for
its high content of calcium and silicate [5,15,16]. Furthermore, physical properties of CAAC, such as
its high specific surface (30 to 81 m2 g−1) and low density (275 to 400 kg m−3) [5,10,18], highlight
the great potential of this material for P adsorption as compared to sand or gravel, the usual filter
mediums used in CWs. In addition, CACC seems to have a great potential for recovering P for
further reuse (fertilizer and industrial purposes). The product generated by using tobermorite-rich
waste compounds to recover P from water has the promise to meet the requirements of the industry
(phosphate rock substitute) and fertilizing features [19]. The total P in the mineral content varies from
11% to 13%, which is comparable to phosphate rock (apatite) with a 14% total P content. Therefore,
for sustainability and maintaining policies of circular economy, CAAC can be considered as an
accessible and environmentally-friendly reactive medium with a high potential for NBS.
However, several factors, such as adsorbent dosage (g L−1), pH, contact time (CT) and P initial
concentration (Pi; mg L−1) can influence the efficiency of materials based on calcium silicate hydrates,
such as CAAC. Comparing the performance of a CSH (CaO3Si·H2O) with Ca(OH)2 and CaCl2 at
removing and recovering P has shown that the P removal efficiency varies from 1.2% up to 96% when
varying the adsorbent dosage from 10 g L−1 to 20 g L−1 for CSH, while CaCl2 removed only 49% of
P [2]. Further experiments have shown that CHS (P removal = 80%) perform better performance at
removing P than CaCl2 (P removal = 65%) [16]. Indeed, the lower P removal promoted by CaCl2 is
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probably due to variations of pH, which affect the available ion species as well as the solubility of the
products formed [16]. These results highlight that both the effect of the adsorbent dosage and the pH
might play an important role in P removal processes of such materials.
In addition, Pi can play an important role in the performance of CSH-based materials, such as
CAAC, with respect to P removal. The performance of autoclaved aerated concrete (AAC) at removing
P under different Pi, as assessed by isotherm experiments, revealed that the P sorption increased as Pi
increased [6]. A similar tendency was observed when using recycled crushed concrete: P removal
increased linearly as Pi increased [15]. The authors suggest that, at higher Pi, other processes beside
adsorption can take place, such as complexation and precipitation [15]. Considering that Pi can vary
across different types of wastewaters, understanding the role of Pi with respect to the P removal
potential provided by CAAC can play an important role for upscaling NBS for treatment of real
wastewaters. Moreover, the PS not only influences the hydraulic design of NBS used for treating
wastewaters but can also affect the sorption capacity of the material, mainly due to its effect on the
specific surface available for sorption. As a general rule, the smaller the PS, the higher the specific
surface and thus the higher the sorption capacity.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no information within the scientific literature about a study
that correlates the effects of Pi, particle size (PS) and CT on the removal of P by CAAC. Therefore, due
to the important roles of Pi, PS and CT on the removal of P, we tested this in preliminary batch studies.
In this regard, our main goal was to investigate the interactions and main effects of Pi, PS and CT
on the P removal promoted by CAAC. We have now obtained a model from the batch preliminary
studies which helps to clarify the roles of Pi and PS and CT and to facilitate further optimization. The
information about the effects and interactions between those factors can be expected to facilitate the
further use of CAAC as filter medium in NBS for treating wastewaters rich in P. Finally, in order to
better understand the removal of P provided by CAAC, we discuss possible P removal processes that
occur when CAAC is used as a filter medium, based on the literature. Further validation of the model,
both in the laboratory and on a real scale, is now recommended.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Adsorbent Preparation
During the process of building with CAAC, the blocks usually need to be cut in order to fit the
design. Therefore, the tested material was supplied as 30 kg blocks, which were to be discarded
by the company YTONG (https://www.ytong.es). Blocks were manually crushed and sieved using
a mechanical sieve to obtain a PS of either 4 mm or 5 mm [15]. The sample was homogenized and
quartered to a 1/16 splits to achieve representative subsamples. Afterwards, the material was washed
three times with Milli-Q water to eliminate small particles (dust).
2.2. Chemical and Physical Characterization of the Adsorbent
Initial analysis of the specific surface area was performed following the BET single point method,
with a Micrometrics Tristar 3000 porosimeter, and density was determined with helium pycnometer.
X-ray diffraction (XRD) initial analysis were performed with a Bragg Brentano Siemens D-500
powder diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation for a qualitative analysis of the crystalline phases. X-ray
fluorescence (XRF) initial semi-quantitative analysis was conducted with a Philips PW2400 X-ray
sequential spectrophotometer.
Initial analyses of Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) were performed to evaluate
chemical changes in the adsorbent, and to determine the correlation with potential chemical processes
involving P removal. FTIR was performed by attenuated total reflectance (ATR) by using a FT-IR
Spectrum TwoTM (Perkin Elmer, Walthan, MA, USA), with a working range from 400 to 4000 cm−1.
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2.3. Kinetic Bath Studies
2.3.1. General Information
Kinetic batch studies were carried out at the Department of Bioscience—Aarhus University
(Denmark). The experimental design was based on the following factors and levels: Pi, 5, 10 or
20 mg L−1; PS, 4 or 5 mm; and CT, 60, 180, 360, 720 and 1440 min.
Preliminary tests were performed using the conventional methodology for kinetics
experiments [20]. Samples were placed in individual flasks, filtered and analyzed [20]. Unexpected and
apparently conflicting results were obtained for P removal rates across CT; namely, the removal rate of
P was greater at lower CT than at higher CT. In addition, significant differences between repetitions
were also noticed, which can likely be attributed to the chemical heterogeneity of the material. Further,
as the chemical composition of concrete blocks can vary across material surface and depth, putting each
sample into an individual flack might lead to differences in P removal rates, related to the chemical
heterogeneity of the absorbent rather than to the variables (PS, Pi and CT), reducing the reliability of
the experiment.
The following method was used to reduce the effect of material heterogeneity on the removal of
P and to ensure a reliable experimental design. The P solutions were prepared using KH2PO4 and
tap water, to maintain the buffer capacity of the solution and to mimic real conditions (tap water
characteristics can be seen in https://www.aarhusvand.dk). Pi represents the typical concentration
of P in real wastewaters, which can vary from 5 to 10 mg L−1 and up to 20 or 30 mg L−1 in extreme
cases [20]. All experiments were performed in triplicate.
For each treatment (Pi5PS4; Pi5PS5; Pi10PS4; Pi10PS5; Pi20PS4; Pi20PS5), three glass bottles were
settled up, each one representing one repetition. Each crystal bottle (repetition) was filled up with the
0.2 L of the correspondent Pi solution, and 10 g of adsorbent was added, resulting in an adsorbent
dosage of 50 g L−1.
Experiments were conducted under constant room temperature (20 ◦C ± 1 ◦C). Aliquots were
shaken at 20 rpm (20 ◦C ± 1 ◦C), and at each pre-established CT (60, 180, 360, 720 and 1440 min), 0.5 mL
of supernatant solution were sampled for P analysis and pH was measured. P analyses were performed
according to the ascorbic acid method [21] using a Shimadzu UV-1800 spectrophotometer. Results
were adjusted taking into account the amount of P used for each sampling time. Indeed, the amount of
P taken represented less than 0.3% of the mass of P (mg) in the samples for all CT. These variations
were not considered significant as they were within the expected error (0.5%).
2.3.2. Phosphorus Removal Indicators
All calculations were made in triplicate. The P removal indicators were:
mP(t) = [P](t) ×V(t) (1)
where mP(t) (mg) is the mass of P removed at a certain time, [P](t) is the concentration of P (mg L
−1) in
function of sampling time and V(t) is the volume (L) at the sampling time, discounting the volume of
aliquots taken for sampling (which is accumulative);
q(t) =
mP(i) −mP( f )
M
(2)
where q(t) (mg g−1) is the mass of P (mg) removed per gram of CAAC at certain time (adapted from [22]),
mP(i) and mP( f ) are the initial and final mass of P (mg) in the aqueous solution, respectively, and M is
the mass of adsorbent (CAAC). Both, mP(i) and mP( f ) were calculated using mP(t);
P% =
mP( f ) × 100
mP(i)
(3)
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where P% is the percent of P removed at a certain time. mP(i) and mP( f ) were described previously.
2.3.3. Statistics
The interactions and main effects of the variables were analyzed by running split-plot ANOVA
(repeated measures) and two-way ANOVA. The software used was SPSS version 23 (International
Business Machines corporation—IBM, Armonk, NY, USA). For statistical purposes, P removal was
calculated using mP(t) (mg). First, a split-plot ANOVA (repeated measures) were performed in order
to determine the within and between variables effects (CT, Pi, PS). CT was the dependent variable
measured in mg of P removed at five levels (60, 180, 360, 720 and 1440 min). The independent variables
were: Pi with three levels (5, 10 and 20 mg L−1) and PS with two levels (4 and 5 mm). Indeed, tests of
normality (Skewness & Kurtosis z-values and Shapiro-Wilk), homogeneity (Levene’s test), sphericity
(Mauchly´s test), Bonferroni adjustment for multiple comparisons and post-hoc test were applied [23].
Second, a factorial two-way ANOVA was performed, to analyze in detail the main effects of Pi (5,
10 and 20 mg L−1), PS (2, 4 and 5 mm), CT (60, 180, 360, 720 and 1440 min) and the interaction of Pi and
PS with CT. Bonferroni adjustment for multiple comparisons and a post-hoc test were applied in order
to determine the significance of the differences between the means across levels [23].
Finally, the conducted experiments were analyzed using Design Expert® Version 7.0 (Statease,
Minneapolis, MN, USA) and the use of Design of Experiments (DoEs) to optimize the experimental
method [24]. The response surface methodology (RSM) was performed (historical data), in order to
further perform an optimization process by using previously obtained results. The DoE methodology
is based on the analysis of variance (ANOVA) and allows validation of whether or not there is a
synergistic effect between the variables on the final response [23,24]. In this manner, a desirable
phosphorous removal (P removal) can be achieved by varying the parameters under study (i.e., Pi
and/or CT). Further, DoE allows the user to evaluate which parameters can influence the phosphorous
removal (P removal) to a greater extent.
2.3.4. Kinetic Models
In addition to allowing the estimation of sorption rates and constants, kinetic models can
also give a suitable expression of the possible processes involved in the removal of pollutants.
Therefore, to elucidate the sorption process occurring within the time, the pseudo-first order (PFO)
and pseudo-second order (PSO) kinetic models were selected to fit the experimental data acquired.
The following non-linearized equations were applied (adapted from [25–27]):
PFO : q(t) = q(e)(1− e−k1t) (4)
PSO : q(t) =
tK2q(e)2
1+ tK2q(e)
(5)
where q(t) (mg g−1) is the amount of P removed at a certain time (t) per gram of CAAC and q(e)
(mg g−1) is the amount of P removed at equilibrium per gram of CAAC. The constants K1 (min−1), K2
(g·mg−1 min−1) are the rate constant of PFO and PSO, respectively. All the fitting calculations were
performed using MATLAB R2017b.
A least-squares non-linear regression method was applied [26–28]. The q(e) obtained were termed
q(e)cal. The q(e) experimental (q(e)exp) represents the amount of P removed per gram of adsorbent at
equilibrium, which might not be the last sample. Therefore, to estimate the equilibrium time, one-way
ANOVA was performed. Equilibrium was assumed when there were no statistical differences between
CT; this was termed CTANOVA. Note that while q(e)exp is equal to q(CTANOVA)exp, it was decided to call
it q(e)exp; q(e)exp was calculated using the indicator (2), as previously described (Section 2.3.3).
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Besides calculating the squared correlation coefficient (R2) for each model, the method of
Marquardt’s percent standard deviation (MPSD) was also applied, in order to compare the fitted data
(adapted from [28,29]):
MPSD =
√
1
nm − np
n∑
i=1
(qt,i, exp − qt,i, calc
qt,i, exp
)2
(6)
where the terms “exp” and “calc” represent the experimental data acquired with the kinetic essays and
the data calculated by fitting the experimental data into the PSF and PSO models, respectively.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Physical and Chemical Properties of the Adsorbent (CAAC)
The density of CAAC was found to be 2.51 g cm−3 and 2.46 g cm−3 for PS 4 and 5 mm, respectively.
The specific surfaces for PS 4 mm and 5 mm were 12.35 m2 g−1 (± 0.10) and 11.82 (± 0.11), respectively.
The density and specific surfaces do not seem to vary between PS. However, previous results have
shown that the specific surface of similar materials was more than twice the values determined here,
with around 30 m2 g−1 when the PS varied from 2 to 5 mm [5], from 1 to 6 mm [6] and from 2 to
4 mm [14]. As a general rule, the lower the PS, the higher the specific surface. Nevertheless, we noticed
the opposite trend when we compared the values determined by Damrongsiri [18] and Bao et al. [10].
The latter indicates that PS is not the only thing that affects the specific surface of CAAC.
For instance, the aeration method applied during the production of CAAC can vary according to each
company’s protocols, affecting the porosity and specific surface of the material. In general, CAAC
blocks are aerated with aluminum powder and autoclaved under specific pressure during a certain
amount of time [5]. It is possible that variations related to the type of powder, pressure and duration of
the aeration process affect the final specific surface and porosity of the material. The PS and specific
surface are extremely important parameters for proper hydraulic design and for predicting sorption
performance when NBS are used to remove P. Therefore, recommending general design standards can
be challenging when CAAC is used as a filter medium, mainly due to its heterogeneity regarding the
relation between specific surface and PS.
The initial FTIR analysis showed a strong peak around 968 cm−1 (Figure 1), which according to
Fang et al. [30] represents the “antisymmetric stretching vibration of Si-O-Si”. The expressive peak of
Si-O highlights the presence of tobermorite (Ca5Si6O16(OH)2·H2O), which has been determined to be
the main component of this type of cement [5,15,16].
Figure 1. Main functional groups of the CAAC studied (results of FTIR)
We observed a broad band at 1430 cm−1 and sharp peaks at 874 cm−1 and 713 cm−1 (Figure 1),
indicating the presence of calcium carbonates [30–32]. Previous results from Kiefer et al. have
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shown a calcium carbonate spectrum with similar bands and peaks, at 1390 cm−1, 871 cm−1 and
712 cm−1 [32]. Indeed, Fang et al. [30] analyzed a similar calcium silicate with the same band, at
1430 cm−1, which according to the authors indicates the great potential of the material for releasing
Ca2+ and OH−. This indicates that the presence of calcium carbonates in the CAAC that we studied
might lead to precipitation and crystallization of P with Ca. The PS 5 mm showed slightly lower
transmission for all peaks as compared to PS 4 mm, which might indicate a tendency for having higher
contents of the compounds described previously.
About 70% of the chemical composition of the CAAC under study is CaO and SiO2 (Table 1).
Similar results were found in the literature, for instance, with a content of Ca and Si were 194 g kg−1
and 232 g kg−1, respectively, and for which CaO and SiO2 together represented more than 70% of the
material composition [5,6,10].
Table 1. The chemical composition of CAAC (Results of XRF).
Chemical Current Study
Literature
Compound PS 4 mm PS 5 mm
SiO2 (%) 47.46 46.88 1,2,3,4 44.8–57.0
CaO (%) 26.53 26.95 1,2,3,4 24.9–27.6
Al2O3 (%) 3.28 3.28 1,2,3,4 1.95–16.06
Fe2O3 (%) 1.18 1.18 1,2,3 1.0–4.2
K2O (%) 0.74 0.74 4 0.7
MgO (%) 0.65 0.64 2,4 0.5–0.6
1 Renman and Renman [5]: PS 2–5 mm. 2 Karczmarczyk et al. [6]: PS 1–6 mm. 3 Chen et al. [33]: PS 5–9 mm.
4 Hartmann et al. [31]: 5–20 µm.
For both PS values (4 mm or 5 mm), quartz (SiO2; PDF-01-083-0539), tobermorite
(Ca2.25Si3O7.5(OH)1.5·H2O; PDF-01-083-1520), calcite (CaCO3; PDF-01-072-1937) and anhydrite (CaSO4;
PDF-01-072-0916) were identified as the main crystalline phases (XRD analysis), which is in accordance
with previous studies [5,31]. According to Hartmann et al. [31], the main components of aerated concrete
are tobermorite, quartz and calcite (given in order of importance). It should be emphasized that three
additional small peaks were detected only in PS 5 mm (23.5◦, 27.8◦, 30.22◦, 48.10◦, 51.11◦). Those peaks
can be attributed to the presence of Ca, Al and Si compounds, such as albite (K0.2Na0.8AlSi3O8;
PDF-01-083-2215), wollastonite (CaSiO3; PDF-01-072-2284) and calcium aluminum oxide (Ca5Al6O14;
PDF-00-011-0357).
3.2. Kinetics Batch Experiments
3.2.1. Interactions and Main Effects of Pi, PS and CT
This section aims to identify and discuss the interactions and main effect of Pi, PS and CT on the
removal of P at the laboratory scale, mainly due to the importance of these variables for designing NBS
for treating rich P wastewaters. On one hand, Pi and PS values can affect the CT needed to achieve
the removal equilibrium [20]. Therefore, understanding the interactions and main effects of PS, Pi
and CT, by performing kinetic studies, can be useful to predict the efficiency of the material within
time in accordance to the PS and Pi. On the other hand, batch studies are usually focused on the
sorption performance of material, even though other removal processes can also occur. With regard
to the material properties, several factors can influence the sorption performance, such as PS and
specific surface, chemical composition (functional groups) and surface charging. However, at the
same time, Pi can influence the types of processes that occur with respect to P removal. For example,
Deng and Wheatley [15] have suggested that at higher Pi, other processes beside adsorption, such as
complexation and precipitation, can occur. Therefore, understanding the main effects of Pi and PS
can clarify the role of each of these variables on the P removal process. In other words, accessing the
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variable has a stronger effect on P removal might also give indications about the prevalent removal
process occurring, and thus facilitate further optimization when upscaling the experiment.
First, the interactions and main effects of Pi, PS and CT were analyzed using split-plot ANOVA
(repeated measures). Data were considered to be approximately normally distributed. The Shewness
and Kurtosis z-values were between −1.40 and 1.40, and the Shapiro-Wilk test significance were above
0.01. The Mauchly’s sphericity test showed a significance above 0.05, and therefore sphericity was
assumed. The following assumptions can also be made. Time had a significant main effect on P
removal (F(4, 48) = 2390.544, p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.995); in other words, P removal was moderated by CT.
A significant interaction occurred between CT and Pi (F(8, 48) = 310.758, p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.981) and
CT and PS (F(4, 48) = 5.215, p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.303), in terms of removal of P, which means that the
time effect was moderated by both Pi and PS. However, the interactions between CT and Pi seems
to be stronger than between CT and PS, as 98% and 30% of P removal can be explained by these
interactions, respectively.
The Levene’s test showed significance above 0.01 for all CT values (60, 180, 360, 720 and 1440 min).
Therefore, for between-subject’s effects tests, the error variance of the dependent variable was considered
equal across groups. The results showed a significant main effect Pi of (F(2, 12) = 2688.878, p < 0.001,
ηp2 = 0.998) and PS on the removal of P (F(1, 12) = 100.789, p < 0.001, ηp2 = 0.894). Further, there was
a significant interaction between Pi and PS regarding the removal of P (F(2,12) = 17.206, p < 0.001,
ηp2 = 0.741) (Figure 2).
Figure 2. Interaction between Pi and PS.
However, this interaction may be related to the absence of significant differences between PS
when Pi was equal to 5 mg L−1, while for Pi equal to 10 and 20 mg L−1, the differences across levels
of P were significant. Thus, the magnitude of the differences between levels of PS across levels of Pi
were different (Figure 2), causing the interaction. Indeed, the main effects of PS might be stronger as
Pi increases.
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The three-way interaction between CT, Pi and PS was not significant in terms of P removal
(F(8, 48) = 1.328, p = 0.253, ηp2 = 0.181). Therefore, a factorial two-way ANOVA was performed to
understand in detail the main effects of Pi and PS and as well their interactions with CT (Table 2).
Table 2. Two-way ANOVA. Results regarding P removal (mg).
Pi (mg L−1) Factors df F α ηp2 PS (mm) Factors df F α ηp2
5
CT 4 263.855 <0.01 0.981
4
CT 4 395.825 <0.01 0.981
PS 1 25.903 <0.01 0.564 Pi 2 2332.852 <0.01 0.994
CT × PS 4 4.895 <0.01 0.495 CT × Pi 8 56.205 <0.01 0.937
10
CT 4 442.058 <0.01 0.989
5
CT 4 1192.745 <0.01 0.994
PS 1 124.721 <0.01 0.862 Pi 2 7985.244 <0.01 0.998
CT × PS 4 1.071 0.40 0.176 CT × Pi 8 143.770 <0.01 0.975
20
CT 4 595.938 <0.01 0.992
PS 1 149.948 <0.01 0.882
CT × PS 4 0.978 0.44 0.164
Df: degrees of freedom; α: significance (Tukey 95%): ηp2: partial Eta squared.
Furthermore, an interaction between PS and CT was observed when Pi was equal to 5 mg L−1
(Table 2), which was probably related to the fact that during the first 3 h, differences between PS were
not significant (Figure 3a). However, no significant interactions occurred when Pi varied from 10 to
20 mg L−1, which are the mean differences significant for all CT (Figure 3b). The results presented for
the interactions between PS with Pi, were likely related to the differences between levels of PS across
levels of Pi, which were generated mainly by the absence of significant differences between PS during
the first 3 h (CT: 180 min) when Pi was equal to 5 mg L−1, as previously stated. The interactions between
PS × Pi and PS × CT can be explained by an absence of differences of one of three levels (Pi—5 mg L−1)
and two of five levels (CT, 60 min and 180 min), respectively. For further studies, we would strongly
recommend to increase the number of samples during the first 3 h for Pi equal or lower than 5 mg L−1.
The interaction between CT and Pi was significant, regardless of PS, with more than 90% of the
variation of P removal explained by this interaction. In other words, the combination of CT and Pi
generates a stronger effect on the removal of P than each one separately.
More than 95% of variability on the removal of P can be related to CT, irrespective of which
variable is being analyzed. A main effect of PS on the removal of P was evident, regardless of the initial
Pi. However, 56, 86 and 88% of the variation can be explained by PS for Pi equal to 5, 10 and 20 mg L−1,
respectively. The removal increment provided by PS 5 mm when Pi was equal to 20 mg L−1 was 1.6 to
3.2 times higher when Pi equal to 10 and 5 mg L−1, respectively, suggesting that the main effects of PS
might be stronger as the Pi increases.
Contrary to what was expected, PS 5 mm removed more P than PS 4 mm in all the cases, except
when Pi was equal to 5 mg L−1 at CT 60 and 180 min, at which time no differences between PS were
observed. P removal depends on chemical and physical properties of the adsorbent [20]; however, there
were no differences between PS regarding specific surface. Thus, it is possible that the heterogeneity of
the material regarding its chemical composition led to an increment of the P removal process, which
is not dependent on specific surface or PS. For instance, chemical precipitation with Ca2+ and the
formation of Ca–P–silicates aggregates can occur, as the CAAC studied is mainly made of tobermorite
and calcite (Section 3.1). Several researchers have shown positive correlations between the chemical
composition of filter material and the P sorption process, related mainly to the presence of Al, Fe and
Ca [34–37].
The differences between Pi across the levels of CT were significant, with Pi 5 and 20 mg L−1
responsible for the lowest and highest P removal rates, respectively. The study of Deng and
Wheatley [15] also showed a linear increment of P removal as the Pi increased (from 5 to 30 mg L−1).
By compared the relationship between P sorption performance of different materials by varying Pi
(mg L−1), Cucarella and Renman [20] found an exponential tendency: increasing Pi correlates with a
higher sorption of P, as this interaction is stronger with increasing Pi. At higher concentrations of P,
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besides adsorption, other removal process such as complexation and precipitation took place, resulting
in higher P removal rates [15,20].
Figure 3. Effects of PS Pi and CT on the removal of P. (a) Pi: 5 mg L−1; (b) Pi: 20 mg L−1.
Moreover, when Pi was 10 and 20 mg L−1, for both PS 4 mm and 5 mm, the pairwise comparison
and post-hoc showed no significant differences between CT 720 and 1440 min. Thus, the equilibrium
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was most likely reached between 720 min and 1440 min (Figure 4). In contrast, the same is not observed
however for Pi 5 mg L−1 once the differences between all CT were significant, indicating that the
equilibrium was not reached until 1440 min of CT (Figure 4).
Figure 4. Effect of CT and Pi on the removal of P (results of PS 5 mm).
The experiment of Deng and Wheatley [15] also showed that equilibrium was reached between
720 min and 1440 min for Pi 15 mg L−1, while the results of Renman and Renman [5] showed that
when Pi was equal to 5 mg L−1, 1440 min were needed to reach 100% of removal. Therefore, Pi seems
to play an important role regarding the equilibrium. Indeed, there is a tendency that the higher the Pi,
the faster equilibrium is reached, and vice versa.
Results of this study showed that with Pi 20 mg L−1 and PS 5 mm (Pi20PS5), more than 60% of P
removal occurred during the first 320 min, with less than 10% of removal after this period. In contrast,
with Pi 5 mg L−1 and PS 5 mm (Pi5PS5), 40% of P was removed by 320 min, and approximately 20%
was removed between 320 min and 1440 min. Karczmarczyk et al. [6] had similar results, with 70% of
P removed during the first 600 min and over 20% in the first 5 min. Indeed, Deng and Wheatley [15]
showed a substantial removal of P between 60 min and 900 min, with more than 90% removed by
720 min. The processes of P removal needed to reach equilibrium are complex and are basically
composed by fast sorption reactions in the beginning followed by slow processes, for instance that of
intra-particle diffusion [20]. Therefore, taking into account the experimental conditions presented here
as well as those previously published, a tendency can be appreciated: the larger the Pi, the faster and
more efficient the removal of P.
Moreover, a proportional relation between Pi and total P removed was evident. The removal of P
provided by Pi20PS5 was approximately four-times that of Pi5PS5. The total P removed by Pi20PS5
was approximately two times that of Pi10PS5. Finally, Pi10PS5 removed twice as much as Pi5PS5.
The same relation was identified when PS 4 mm was used. Therefore, for the current experimental
conditions, the removal of P is proportionally related to the Pi. In other words, if the Pi increases two
or four times, it can be expected that the removal of P also will follow this proportional increment,
regardless of PS.
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The standard analysis of variance (ANOVA) was also conducted for P removal considering the
initial 30 aliquots (using historical data design). The factors under study consist on Pi of 5, 10 and
20 mg L−1; PS of 4 and 5 mm; and CT of 1, 3, 6, 12 and 24 h. The response under evaluation was P
removal in mg.
Hence, a response surface–reduced quadratic model was obtained. As the interaction between
Pi and CT was noticed, a quadratic term for CT presented a significant effect on the response, in the
range of study. The results obtained from the modification of any of the controllable variables can be
translated into a predictive mathematical model. The obtained model can quantitatively predict the
response in the range of study. As was mentioned above, the mathematical model only presents the
statistically significant factors and interactions (i.e., p-value < 0.05). Therefore, the mathematical is
depicted by the following equation:
P removal (mg) = 1.333 + 0.083Pi + 0.186PS + 0.107CT + 0.003Pi × CT + 0.004 × CT2 (7)
Figure 5 shows the surface plot obtained for P removal. An increase of Pi leads to an increase of P
removal. Meanwhile, an increase of CT leads to an increase of P removal in a different manner because
of the quadratic term in the equation.
Figure 5. Response surface plot for P removal. (a): PS 4 mm; (b): PS 5 mm. Adapted from Design
Expert® software (version 7.0, Statease, Minneapolis, MN, USA).
Further, it is remarkable that an increase of both factors at the same time led to a higher effect than
expected by considering the sum of each factor separately. This additional effect can be attributed to
the positive interaction between them.
3.2.2. Potential Removal Process
Regarding P removal, several compounds formed can be expected, such as calcium phosphate
dihydrate (CaHPO4·2H2O), octacalcium phosphate (Ca8H2(PO4)6·5H2O) and hydroxyapatite
(Ca5(PO4)3OH) [3,15,35,38]). However, several factors can affect the formation and longevity of
calcium phosphates, such as pH, Pi and Ca2+ availability [19].
The pH influences the availability of phosphates formed and the solubility of products formed
with Ca. For example, hydroxyapatite is the most common Ca-P precipitate, which is normally formed
at high pH (above 10), while calcium phosphate dihydrate and octacalcium phosphate are expected
at lower pH [3]. In the pH range of the present study (7 to 8.5), H2PO4 and HPO4 were expected,
which can form Ca(H2PO4)2, a highly soluble product, and CaHPO4; a less soluble form of Ca-P [39].
Thus, the removal of P by precipitation with Ca2+ might not be a predominant process, mainly due to
the solubility of the products formed. However, precipitation might be an intermediate process.
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Conflictive results can be found in the literature regarding the effect of pH on the removal of
P. Several authors have suggested that P removal can be favored by acid pH [15,40]. Deng and
Wheatley [15] suggested that, at an acidic pH, material is positively charged and therefore binds
negative orthophosphates and acidic forms of P (H2PO4− and HPO42−). In contrast, functional
groups dissociate at high pH, generating negative ions and thus reducing adsorption due the limited
interactions of phosphate anions with the adsorbent surface [40]. In contrast, phosphate removal can
be enhanced by an increased pH, as the released Ca2+ probably triggers crystallization of calcium
phosphate compounds [19,38,41]. Wang et al. [42] have suggested that the release of Ca2+, Al3+ and
OH− ions lead to precipitation when cement-based material is used to recover P. Further studies should
thus consider the determination of the point of zero charge of the adsorbent in order to clarify the
range of pH at which the sorbent is negatively or positively charged.
In the present study, a pH increment and release of Ca2+ within time was expected, due to the
presence of calcite (CaCO3) (Section 3.1). In this regard, ANOVA results showed a significant increase
of pH with time, varying from 7 to 8.5. Calcite can react with H+ (CaCO3 + H+ = Ca2+ + CO2 +
H2O), or for instance cement hydration products like calcium hydroxide, which can be dissolved
(Ca(OH)2 = Ca2+ + 2OH) [18].
On one hand, the increment of eﬄuent pH might become a limitation on using this material, as
it can lead to loss of aquatic fauna biodiversity as well as to carbonation inhibition. In this regard,
Nilsson et al. [14] studied a material called “sorbulite”, which is manufactured from autoclaved aerated
concrete (AAC). The main goal was to remove several contaminants from wastewater, including P,
and to minimize the pH increment or even reduce the pH. The results showed a reduction from a
pH of 9.1 to 8.9, which is still higher than the range of pH registered in the present study (7.0–8.5)
at approximately the same Pi (10 mg L−1). This suggests that the material used in the present study
might have a low environmental risk with respect to the effects of higher pH on losses of aquatic
fauna biodiversity.
On the other hand, the carbonate inhibition should not be an issue in the range of pH of the
present study regarding the removal of P, as CO32− formation becomes significant at pH values above
9.0. However, carbonation inhibition can be more likely as Pi increases, due to the Pi effect on pH
increment, considering that the pH reached equilibrium very quickly when Pi was 5 mg L−1, which was
only after 180 min. In contrast, the pH kept increasing after 1440 min when Pi was 10 and 20 mg L−1.
In this regard, Okano et al. [16] results showed a pH increment of up to 8.9 in just 20 min when Pi was
90 mg L−1 (approximately calculated considering authors data: 392 mg KH2PO4 L−1). Although, the
author stated that free Ca2+ reacted rather preferably with HPO42− rather than CO32−, even at this
range of pH where carbonate inhibition is expected, and the reasons remained unclear. For instance,
the carbonation process can be moderated by Pi when pH is lower than 9. In addition, the current
results suggest that Pi can influence either the release of Ca (as higher Pi as higher release of Ca2+),
the increment of pH (as higher Pi as higher the increment of pH).
Moreover, when Pi was 20 and 10 mg L−1, P removal reached equilibrium after 720 min, and no
pH equilibrium was reached (Figure 6). The fact that the pH continued to increase after P removal
reached equilibrium might indicate that free Ca2+ was probably being released and not reacting with
P. When Pi was 5 mg L−1, the pH reached equilibrium after 180 min, while P removal did not reach
equilibrium until 1440 min (Figure 6). This might suggest that, after pH equilibrium, the release of free
Ca2+ was most likely the “limiting factor”, indicating that other removal process, besides precipitation
of Ca-P, were taking place.
Okano et al. [16] studied an amorphous CSH and concluded that precipitation of P with free Ca2+
cannot be considered as the prevailing mechanism for P removal. They suggest that the formation of
Ca–P–silicates ion aggregates is likely to occur by binding of triple cations ([Ca2+-(HPO4)2+-Ca2+]2+)
with the negatively-charged surface. For instance, two mechanisms can lead to a negatively charged
surface, which indirectly favors the formation of Ca-P-silicates. When Ca2+ and Si are released, the
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surface acquires negative electrical charges [16]. Ca2+ release might increase as calcium phosphate are
formed, as free calcium is removed from the aqueous solution, pushing the equilibrium.
The combination of higher values of both Pi concentration (20 mg L−1) and PS (5 mm) leading
to better P removal rates can be attributed to two main theories, based on the previous publications
(as discussed also above). First, considering that the specific surface was very similar for both PS
values (Section 3.1), the chemical constitution seems to play an important role at P removal rates.
Initial FTIR analyses of PS 5 mm showed lower transmission for all peaks as compared to PS 4 mm,
which could for instance indicate higher amounts of calcium carbonates and silicates. In regard to PS,
5 mm showed higher values of pH in comparison with 4 mm, which might be related to the presence
of wollastonite only in PS 5 mm. The dissolution of wollastonite can lead to an increment of pH in
the aqueous solutions [43]. Moreover, wollastonite (CaSiO3), is a calcium meta-silicate known for its
great performance at removing P [44,45]. According to simulations performed by Herrmann et al. [46],
wollastonite can play an important role of providing Ca2+ and OH− for PO4 precipitation. Moreover,
P adsorption can also be related to, either by ion or surface exchange [47].
Figure 6. Cont.
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Figure 6. Kinetics of P removal (mg) and pH. (a) Pi 5 mg L−1; (b) Pi 10 mg L−1; (c) Pi 20 mg L−1.
Second, higher Pi and PS values likely lead to faster and higher rates of Ca2+ release, which
reacts and forms high/medium soluble calcium phosphates products (Ca(H2PO4)2 and CaHPO4),
thus removing free calcium for a certain time, pushing the equilibrium and leading to a negatively
charged surface of the absorbent. Therefore, at the experimental pH (which was lower than 8.5), the
precipitation of Ca-P is likely to be an intermediate process that leads to sorption of triple Ca-P cations
and perhaps also the formation of Ca-P–silicates ion aggregates.
Further studies focused on the main effects and interactions between pH and Pi are recommended
to clarify the removal processes of P that have occurred to ensure an efficient and safe application of
CAAC as a filter medium in NBS for treating wastewaters—in other words, to ensure high removal
rates of P, and to avoid carbonation inhibition and environmental hazards due to the expected increase
of pH (eﬄuent).
3.2.3. Removal Rates
The phosphorus removal rate presented by Renman and Renman [5] was 57 mg of P g−1 of CAAC
considering a Pi of 10 mg of P L−1, whereas the one from Karczmarczyk et al. [6] was lower than
20 mg g−1 for Pi concentrations lower than 200 mg L−1. According to the chemical compositions
and physical properties (PS and specific surface), the material used by both authors seems to be very
similar. In this regard, the adsorbent dosage (g mL−1) can play an important role when comparing
the performance of experiments focused on P removal. According to Cucarella and Renman [20],
higher material-to-solution ratio (grams of adsorbent: ml of solution) generally leads to an increment
of P removed by the material. How many grams of adsorbent per liter of P solutions was used in
these previous batch experiments is unclear. Therefore, we would recommend that, in the future, the
adsorbent dosage used is reported, to make it possible to compare studies.
In an apparent conflict to our results, Deng and Wheatley [15] showed a P removal rate (0.75 mg
of P g−1 of adsorbent) twice the maximum rate observed in our study (0.3 mg of P g−1 adsorbent)
using a similar Pi (15 mg L−1) and similar material. This result is even more unexpected considering
that the authors used less than half the adsorbent dosage (20 mg L−1) than we used in our study
(50 g L−1). Such a significant difference regarding the P removal rate can be attributed to differences
in experimental constants, such as pH and agitation velocity (rpm). For instance, the experiments
performed by Deng and Wheatley [15] were carried out at pH 5, while ours were in a pH range of 7.0
to 8.5; as discussed above, the removal of P can be strongly affected by pH.
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In addition, even though the authors used a similar PS (2 to 5 mm), samples were agitated
at 180 rpm, as compared to 20 rpm in the present study. The higher agitation rate might lead
to mechanically generating smaller particles, thereby increasing the specific surface available for
adsorption of P as well as increasing P removal rates. According to Cucarella and Renman [20], stirring
the aliquots over 100 rpm alters the physical properties and lead to overestimation of results. Moreover,
180 rpm is far from a real operational conditions of NBS. Thus, it is not possible to compare the results
of the current study with those of Deng and Wheatley [15], mainly due to differences regarding pH
range, adsorbent dosage (g L−1) and agitation velocity (rpm). In this regard, we would recommend
keeping both the pH range and the agitation rate as close as possible to real conditions whenever the
aim is to use the results for upscaling experiments.
3.2.4. Kinetic Models
The kinetic models, PFO and PSO, were used to fit the experimental data. The q(e)calc
values obtained from PFO were closer to q(e)exp than the ones obtained from PSO. Nevertheless,
such comparisons have limitations, due mainly to the calculation procedure of q(e)exp. Namely,
when calculating q(e)exp, defining an equilibrium point becomes a subjective matter. The supposed
equilibrium point is defined either visually (sorption graph) or when a specific slope in the curve
is reached.
Based on this study, we would suggest applying a one-way ANOVA to define the sampling point,
which represents the equilibrium, and then to calculate q(e)exp (Section 2.3.4). However, it must be
highlighted that ANOVA tests for significance consider only the mean difference between sample
points, and therefore the results give a lower bound for CT at which q(e)exp is achieved. In contrast,
the q(e)calc (non-linear regression models) is determined by evaluating the function at its limit when
time tends to infinity. Thus, q(e)exp and q(e)calc, are not easily comparable, as one uses a specific time,
whereas in the other the equilibrium time tends to infinity. Hence, the equilibrium q(t) from regression
models was obtained using ANOVA (q(CTANOVA)calc).
As can be seen in Table 3, q(CTANOVA)calc is always lower than q(e)calc (PFO and PSO) and q(e)exp,
indicating that the equilibrium of the models takes place after the CT defined by ANOVA. The latter
makes sense considering that, as discussed in Section 3.2.1, no equilibrium was achieved for Pi 5 mg L−1
until 1440 min, and for Pi 10 and 20 mg L−1 the equilibrium was reached between 720 min and 1440 min.
Furthermore, this stresses the fact that the CT obtained from one-way ANOVA are indeed conservative
(lower bounded).
When calculating the percentage that q(CTANOVA)calc represents in relation to q(e)cal
(%equilibrium reached =
(q(CTANOVA)calc×100)
q(e)calc
) , it becomes clear that for PFO, the equilibrium was closer
to the sampling point defined by ANOVA than for PSO. For all treatments of PFO, 96% to 99% of the
equilibrium was reached at the ANOVA experimental equilibrium point, while for PSO this range varied
from 79% to 87% across treatments. When executing the same procedure and immediately comparing
q(e)exp with q(e)calc (%equilibrium reached =
(q(e)exp×100)
q(e)calc
), the percentage ranges increased, indicating that the
equilibrium was either getting closer, or had even been reached for some of the treatments of PFO for
which the values were higher than 100%. The latter facts also highlight that the equilibrium is reached
faster for PFO than PSO.
The comparison of q(e)exp with q(e)calc only indicates how close q(e)calc was to the sample equilibrium
point, but does not provide a good validation for the fitting of the model. One-way ANOVA determines
the time (CTANOVA) at which the equilibrium point for q(e)exp is reached. Thus, we believe it is more
robust to compare q(e)exp with q(CTANOVA)calc. The comparison is performed for the same CT and
provides a better understanding of the validity of the model.
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Table 3. Results of kinetic models fit (PFO and PSO).
Factors Experimental PFO PSO
PS Pi q(e)exp 1CTANOVA q(e)calc 2q(CTANOVA)calc K1 R2 MPSD q(e)calc q(CTANOVA)calc K2 R2 MPSD
4 5 0.056 1440 0.053 0.053 4.12× 10−3 0.954 0.173 0.063 0.055 7.68× 10−2 0.991 0.078
4 10 0.119 720 0.124 0.120 4.64× 10−3 0.999 0.038 0.146 0.116 3.67× 10−2 0.986 0.077
4 20 0.246 720 0.246 0.242 5.65× 10−3 0.969 0.137 0.280 0.236 2.62× 10−2 0.976 0.074
5 5 0.067 1440 0.065 0.064 3.36× 10−3 0.970 0.175 0.079 0.066 4.58× 10−2 0.988 0.107
5 10 0.143 720 0.145 0.142 5.13× 10−3 0.980 0.126 0.167 0.137 3.83× 10−2 0.984 0.061
5 20 0.281 720 0.278 0.275 6.54× 10−3 0.965 0.123 0.313 0.270 2.82× 10−2 0.982 0.053
Units: PS (mm), Pi (mg L−1), q(e) (mg g−1), K1 (min−1) K2 (mg/g min). 1 CTANOVA: CT of equilibrium (min) determined by using one-way ANOVA. 2 q(CTANOVA) was obtained by
evaluating the nonlinear regression model at the contact time from ANOVA (CTANOVA). The colors in the columns make clear the difference between experimental data and models data.
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In this regard, the q(CTANOVA)calc values for both models (PFO and PSO) were very close to q(e)exp.
Indeed, considering R2 and MPSD, the PSO fitted slightly better the experimental data when compared
to PFO, (Table 3 and Figure 7). For all treatments, the correlation coefficient proved to be higher in
PSO except for the PS4 Pi10 treatment, for which R2 was 1.3% below the PFO model fit for the same
treatment. With similar results, a lower MPSD was obtained for the PSO model except for PS4 Pi10,
which presented an increase of (2.6%) with respect to PFO model for the same treatment.
Figure 7. Non-linear kinetic fitting (PFO and PSO). Dashed lines represents the kinetic model regression.
Similar results can be found in the literature, with PSO providing a better fit for experimental
data regarding the sorption of P using similar materials, such as sorbulite [14], recycled crushed
concrete [15], CAAC [5] and crystalline CSH or crystallized tobermorite [48]. As previously discussed,
either adsorption and/or precipitation and formation of Ca–P–silicates can be involved in P removal.
Hence, it can be assumed that the best fit of PSO is associated to chemical sorption rate-limitation
regarding the sharing and/or exchanging of electrons between sorbent and sorbate [25].
4. Conclusions
As expected, initial FTIR analyses confirmed the presence of calcium carbonates and Si-O group,
indicating the presence of tobermorite, which was later confirmed by XRD analysis.
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The two-way ANOVA showed a significant main effect of CT, Pi and PS on the removal of P,
with the removal of P moderated by these variables. In contrast to expectations, samples with PS
5 mm removed more P than those with PS4 mm. The latter was related to the heterogeneity of the
material regarding its chemical composition. Further, the presence of certain Ca, Al, Si compounds
only in the PS 5 mm samples might have led to greater P removal rates due to processes that are
not dependent on specific surfaces (such as chemical precipitation with Ca2+ and the formation of
Ca–P–silicate aggregates).
The equilibrium and the efficiency of removal seems to be dependent on Pi. Specifically, the higher
the Pi, the faster the equilibrium was reached, and the higher the removal rate of P. We noticed that if
the Pi increased two to four times, the removal of P also followed a similar proportional increment,
regardless of the PS.
In addition, Pi seem to play an important role in moderating P removal. It is likely that Pi can affect
Ca2+ release and thus regulate the precipitation process as well as the indirect sorption by influencing
the negative charging of adsorbent surface. Moreover, the results suggest that higher Pi leads to higher
increases of pH, which might affect the solubility of Ca-P precipitates.
When comparing the P removal rates with those given in the literature, the current results seem
to be lower; this apparent conflict can however be attributed to differences regarding experimental
conditions as well as the heterogeneity of concrete based materials, such as CAAC.
The PSO fitted better with the experimental data, which was in accordance with previous studies.
However, we did not consider that the usual comparison of q(e)exp with q(e)calc is a feasible way to
determine the quality of the fit: q(e)exp occurs at a “known time”, determined by one-way ANOVA,
while q(e)calc, occurs after or before this known time (CTANOVA), making it impossible to compare these
values. Therefore, it can be said that such comparisons have limitations regarding the validation of the
model’s fit, mainly due to the fact that only give an idea about how closer q(e)calc was to the equilibrium
point sampled (ANOVA CTANOVA). In this respect, we propose comparing q(CTANOVA)calc with q(e)exp
to validate the model fit, which shows how the model responds at the equilibrium point determined
by one-way ANOVA. Nonetheless, an improved methodology for determining the q(e)exp needs to be
developed in order to make its comparison with q(e)calc more accurate.
In sum, reusing waste materials or by-products, such as CAAC, in the scope of water treatments
is important with respect to integrating water management and circular economy, promoting natural
capital preservation and climate change mitigation. However, due to the importance of Pi and
pH regarding the removal of P when using CAAC, further studies at real-scale which allow these
parameters to be co-related are recommended in order to optimize the removal of P in NBS.
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